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SUMMER PLANS TAKE SHAPE AT THE
NATIONAL CRAFT GALLERY WITH A
MINI-FESTIVAL AND A NEW EXHIBITION
HOW DOES THIS…

LEAD TO THIS?

IDEATE
A multi-disciplinary mini-festival exploring and celebrating craft,
design and creativity through experimentation and collaboration.
Friday July 5 & Saturday July 6, 2013
Presented by the Crafts Council of Ireland and the National Craft Gallery,
Kilkenny, this is a Gathering 2013 event and marks the 50th Anniversary
of the establishment of Kilkenny Design Workshops.
www.nationalcraftgallery.ie

DESIGN INTELLIGENCE
Exhibition exploring the relationship between designer, object and
inspiration.
May 24 – July 9, 2013
National Craft Gallery, Kilkenny
“Some things can only happen when you cram a large number of creative
people into a small yet beautifully-formed city.”
– Ann Mulrooney, Manager & Curator, National Craft Gallery, Kilkenny

As part of the Crafts Council of Ireland’s 2013 programme exploring the legacy of
Kilkenny Design Workshops in the 21st Century, IDEATE will examine the future
potential for craft, design and the creative process through shared practice, new
technologies and a fusion of music, making, talks and experimentation.
The two-day IDEATE festival will take place alongside Design Intelligence which runs
at the National Craft Gallery from May 24 – July 9, incorporating two exhibitions:
“Making Things Better” At the leading edge of contemporary craft and design,
Designgoat and Derek Wilson select inspirational objects from A History of Ireland in
100 Objects as a spur to create. A History of Ireland in 100 Objects is a project of the
National Museum of Ireland, The Irish Times and the Royal Irish Academy. Featuring
trials, errors and thought processes, this exhibition reveals the process of creating a
finished prototype that speaks as eloquently about contemporary Ireland as the 100
Objects do of our past; these are destined to be our future icons.
“Living With Design” describes the relationship between designers and the everyday
objects that inspire them. 19 Irish designers, including Patrick Scott, Paul Costelloe and
Liz Nilsson, explain their fascinations with objects ranging from a feather duster to a
slide rule, giving a glimpse into the minds of makers and designers. The exhibition was
curated by Rosemary Ryan of Malthouse Design Centre.
IDEATE Festival highlights include:
• Assemble – a design challenge to create furniture from discarded pallets.
• Making Worlds – talks around the role of craft/design/creativity in building the
world around us. Speakers include Ali Grehan, Dublin City Architect and Davie
Philip of Cultivate.
• Making Things – our relationships with objects and why they are important with
Psychologist Margot Vasz; Lecturer & designer Bryan Leech; designer & maker
Ben Harris.
• Artist Mick Minogue vs. Cartoon Saloon in a feisty drawing competition.
• Talk with Garret Pickett of Indigo and Cloth, David Smith of Atelier and artist
Gareth Kennedy about their design process.
• Drop-in crochet workshops – as part of the Three Bags Full projects led by
artist Deirdre Harte.
• The Future in 3D – exploring the enormous impact of 3D printing on
everything from buildings to food, with TOG FabLab and furniture maker
Stephen O’Briain.
• Talk by Anna O’Sullivan 2014 Venice Biennale curator & Butler Gallery
Director.
• Pop-Up Dinner of street food & craft beer at National Craft Gallery.
• Pop-up Fennellys – artist and curator Etaoin Holahan brings the eclectic
brilliance that is Fennelly’s Bar to Kilkenny city for one night only.
For further details on all IDEATE events, please visit www.nationalcraftgallery.ie
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Notes for editors
1. About the National Craft Gallery:
• We are Ireland’s leading centre for contemporary craft and design.
• We play a critical role in building understanding of craft and material culture.
• We exhibit Irish and international designers, artists and makers who push
boundaries in their engagement with the making process.
• We inspire appreciation, creativity and innovation through our exhibition and
education programme, and along with our touring programme we reach an
audience of over 100,000 people annually.
For further information, please visit www.nationalcraftgallery.ie
2. About the Crafts Council of Ireland:
The Crafts Council of Ireland (CCoI), which is headquartered in Kilkenny, is the main
champion of the craft industry in Ireland, fostering its growth and commercial strength,
communicating its unique identity and stimulating quality design, innovation and
competitiveness. CCoI's activities are funded by the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and
Innovation via Enterprise Ireland. CCoI currently has over 75 member organisations
and over 2,700 registered clients. For further information, please visit www.ccoi.ie
3. About Kilkenny Design Workshops
The Kilkenny Design Workshops (KDW) were the first government sponsored design
agency in the world, and one of the most important design initiatives in the history of
the state. Established in Kilkenny in 1963 (as a result of a design audit subsequently
published as Design in Ireland), KDW focused on the training, retailing, modernisation
and promotion of Irish design, fostering links with Irish and European manufacturers
and craft initiatives. KDW closed in 1988. For further information, please visit
www.pivotdublin.com/downloads/history_of_irish_design.pdf

